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The significance of the pairing theorem for alternant hydrocarbons is demonstr ated by a variety of experimental data, but
standard all-valence electrons methods based on the »Neglect of
Differential Overlap« (NDO) approximation fail to predict the
observed pairing properties for this class of compounds. In this
communication, a new all-valence electrons method is presented,
using a basis of L6wdin orthogonalized atomic orbitals. This
»Linear Combination of Orthogonalized Atomic Orbitals« (LCOAO)
method is designed to predict the electronic absorption and magnetic circular dichroism data for organic :n: systems with particular
emphasis on the pairing properties of alternants. Results for phenanthrene and hiphenylene are discussed.
It is well known that the classical 7r-electron theories by Huckel- and
by Pariser, Parr, and Pople" (PPP) contain the pairing symmetry for alternant hydrocarbons." This pairing symmetry has fundamental
consequences
for the predicted electronic transitions; e. g., only dipole transitions between
so-called plus and minus states are allowed by the pairing symmetry.š and
a rnirror image relationship is predicted for the spectra of paired anions and
cations."
The perfect pairing symmetry of electronic states is predicted only by
idealized model Hamiltonians; it is an abstract, purely mathematical concept.
However, the physical and chemical significance of this concept is demonstrated by a wealth of experimental
evidence, particularly
for benzenoid
hydrocarbons.
For example, recent Magnetic Circular Dichroism (MCD)
spectroscopic investigations of paired cations and anions have most convincingly confirmed the mirror image relationships required by the pairing
symmetry," There can be no doubt that the pairing theorem provides a
unique insight into the electronic structure of alternants.
It is, therefore, disturbing that the widely adopted all-valence electrons
methods, based on the Neglect of Differential Overlap (NDO) assumption",
do not predict the pairing properties of alternant hydrocarbons. In particular,
predictions based on the popular CNDO/S procedure" do not even approximate

* From August 1, 1986: Division of organic chemistry, DIA-K, Building 375,
DK-2800 Lyrigby, Denmark.
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the degeneracies required by the pairing theorem." The main reason for the
strong breakdown of the pairing symmetry is the inclusion of next-neighbour
interactions which are too large, essentially as a result of the inadequate
treatment
of orbital overlap effects within the NDO assumption.!? This
assumption simplifies the treatment of electron interaction, but it introduces serious errors in the one-electron terrns."! The development of simple
procedures which at the same time deal effectively with overlap effects and
electron interaction terms is not straightforward.
An approach towards such a procedure is briefly outlined here. A new
»Linear Combination of Orthogonalized Atomic Orbitals« (LCOAO) method
is presented, using a basis of Lowdin OAOS.12The method is designed to
predict the electronic absorption and MCD data for organic Jr systems.P
with particular emphasis on the pairing properties of alternants.

f"v of the Fock matrix f for a closed shell mole-

Consider the elements
cule in a basis of AOs7
f"v

=

+ v;;.v + ~ PAo [(,uv,

t"v

Aa)

_1/2

(,uJ., 110)]

(1)

1.<1

Bere t"v and v"v are matrix elements of the kinetic energy operator and of
the potential energy operator in the field of all atomic cores, respectively,
and pJ,.q is an element of the molecular density matrix. We now reformulate
the Fock matrix in the following way:
f=fO+fq

(2)

where fOis the Fock matrix for a hypothetical superposition of neutral atoms
in their valence states, and fq is a molecular term depending on the electron
displacements. The elements of fO and fq can be written
(3)

f"v"

= ~ (p),,, -

01.<7nI.) [(,uv, Aa)

-:Ih

(,u)., 110)]

(4)

M

where nI. is an averaged valence state AO occupation number
penetration term
u"v = v"v + ~ nI. [(,uv, U) - :Ih (,u)., vAl]

and u"v is a
(5)

I.

As previously discussed in detail,'? this formalism is particularly relevant
in the present connection. fO contains just those terms which have complicated transformation
properties
under orthogonalization,
namely kinetic
energy and penetration terms.v' In contrast, the electron interaction terms
tend to vanish in the OAO basis except for one- and two-center Coulomb
repulsion integrals.14,15 This is considered a justification of the NDO treatment
of these integrals, and we may approximate the elements of fq according
to this treatment. We thus adopt the following operational scheme for an
approximate evaluation of the Fock matrix in the Lowdin OAO basis (the
A-basis):
I.f

=

S-1/. fO S-'/'

+ f"

(NDO)

(6)

The elements of fO are evaluated explicitly in the OAO basis (from parametric integrals valid for AOs) via a full Lčwdin transformation-s involving the
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inverse square root of the AO overlap matrix S. The elements of fq may be
treated according to any of the invariant levels of NDO approximation, such
as CNDO, INDO, and NDDO.7 This scheme is conceptually related to those
of Roby-" and de Bruijn.P but it is based on a different partitioning of the
Hamiltonian in order to avoid the difficulties with those schemes, as previously discussed.'?
The details of the method will be given in a forthcoming paper.!" Herewe consider only one essential point concerning the parametrization
of theoff-diagonal elements of fO. We adopt the functional relationship!?
(7)

where kl'" (RAB) is an analytical function of the internuclear distance, It is
convenient to have a rough quide to the relation between ).fl'vo and fl'vo. Under
the assumption that f>,l'° = fwo for all f.l and v (e. g., the n system of benzene)we get to the second order in L1"v = SI'V - 0iAV
).fIlVo

= {S-I/, fO S-I/, }IlV

= f 1'1'o [<5I'V + I'\I'V kl'v

-

1/2 ~ ,1'\1').I'\Av (kl').

where the distance dependence of kl'v is implicit.
significant terms leads to the expressions
).fI2° = fllo
).fJ3°

=

fllo

[SJ3 kJ3 -

+ kA,)]

Keeping

only the most
(9)-

SI2 kJ2
1/2 SJ2 S23 (k12

(8}

).

+ k23)]

(10),

It is important to realize that the next-neighbour
term ).fno is essentially
a three-centre term, and it may be positive, zero, or negative.w-'! For next-neighbour terms to vanish in alternant 1t systems, which is one of the eonditions for the presence of pairing symmetry, we have from Eq. (10) the
relation-"
kJ3/kJ2

= SJl/SJ3

constituting a bound on the distance dependence of kl'v'
as amodel
compound, the pertinent overlap integrals
pn AOs are SI2 = 0.2455 and SJ3 = 0.0305, leading to
kJ3/k12

(lI}

Considering benzene
between Slater-type

= 2.0

In the implementation of the model, Eq. (12) is fulfilled
exponential relationship

(12)

by adopting

the
(13}

for carbon-carbon interactionsY As a result, next-neighbour
).fl"'o terms in.
the 1t system of benzene and benzenoid hydrocarbons tend to vanish, and
near-perfect pairing symmetry is predicted for these compounds, in agreement with the experimental evidence. On the other hand, for those rt systemswith bond angles deviating significantly from 120° non-vanishing
next-neighbour terms are predicted. The value of ).fl3° tend to be negative orpositive according to whether the angle CI-C2-C3
is less than or larger
than 120°, respectively (ef. Eq. (10)), leading in both cases to a perturbation,
of the alternant pairing symmetry.
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As mentioned above, the main objective of the present all-valence
electrons LCOAO method is the prediction of MCD spectra for organic 1t
systems. The so-called MCD Bvterms-" for alternant hydrocarbons are extremely sensitive to the pairing properties of these systems.l" but so far no
computational method has been published which would be generally applicable to this c1ass of compounds.P We conc1ude this paper by a very brief
consideration of the calculated MCD B-terms for two alternants, namely
phenanthrene
and biphenylene. The B-terms were computed on the basis
of the LCOAO-CI wavefunctions.!? using a perturbation
procedure similar
to that of Warnick and Michl.2o,21
The observed= and calculated MCD spectra of phenanthrene are shown
in Figure 1. 'For comparison, the previously published results us ing a
modified PPP method-? are also given. In the PPP model the transitions
labelled A, C, and F are forbidden by the pairing symmetry, leading to the
prediction of zero MCD B-terms for these transitions. In the LCOAO model
the pairing symmetry is closely approximated but it is not perfect; the
transitions A, C, and F are allowed and B-terms are predicted which are
in agreement with the observed MCD signs.23 On the whole, the calculated
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Figure 1. General outline of the observed'" and calculated MCD spectra for phenanthrene in the 30000-45000 cm' region. The MCD B-terms for n-n* transitions
were calculated by the LCOAO method (this work) and by an PPP-type method.P'P
with inclusion of next-neighbour terms in the approximation for matrix elements
of the magnetic dipole moment operator. The sign and relative magnitude of the
calculated B-terms are indicated by the direction and area of the bars. Black and
white bars indicate long and short axis polarized electronic transitions, respectively;
forbidden transitions are indicated by circles.
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Figure 2. General outline of the observcd'" and calculated MCD spectra for biphenylene in the 25000---45000 cm? region. The transitions labelled A and Care
electronically forbidden in the D2h point group; see Figure 1 caption.
MCD spectrum reproduces fairly well the structure of the experimental
curve. Seven excited singlet states are predicted below 47000 cm-I, in eonsistency with the results of extensive CNDO-SDCI calculations."
The MCD spectrum of biphenylene is shown in Figure 2.19 The transitions labelled B an E are forbidden by the pairing symmetry in the PPP
model, but are predicted to be fairly intense by the LCOAO method, with
positive and negative B-terms, respectively. This is due to a significant
breakdown of the pairing symmetry in the LCOAO model as a result of
non-vanishing next-neighbour terms in the region of the four-membered ring
in biphenylene. The calculated B-terms are in excellent agreement with
the experimental spectrum. This result is a significant achievement of the
present approach, considering the failure of previous attempts to predict the
MCD spectrum of biphenylene.P
The results for phenanthrene
and biphenylene, as well as those for
numerous other hydrocarbons including alternant and non-alternant systems."
indicate that the present LCOAO procedure is generally successful in
describing the MCD B-terms of 1t-1t* transitions. An application of the
method to the electronic structure
of radical ions has been previously
published." It is significant that the ordering of so-called Koopmans' and
non-Koopmans'
configurations
is correctly described by the model.š" In
contrast, to be useful for the radical ions, the CNDO/S method requires an
unphysical empirical scaling of the Koopmans' relative to the non-Koopmans'
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configurations.š?
This is again a direct result of the inadequate
treatment
of overlap
effects in the CNDO/S procedure;
other »artifacts«
of the NDO
assumption
are documented
in the literature.10,11,28
There can be no doubt
that
future
developments
in the field of approximate
MO theory must
consider
explicitly
the role of orbital
overlap, for example
along the lines
indicated
in this paper.
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SAZETAK
Teorem sparivanja i teorija svih valentnih elektrona. Aproksimativna LCOAO
teorija za analiziranje UV i MCD spektara konjugiranih organskih spojeva. 1.
J. Spanget-Larsen
Predložena je nova MO teorija svih valentnih elektrona, koja upotrebljava
L6wdinove ortogonalizirane Aa. Ta LCOAO metoda izvedena je s ciljem da služi
za proučavanje
UV i MCD spektara organskih n-elektronskih
sustava, posebno
svojstava alternantnih
konjugiranih ugljikovodika.

